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1 Introduction

Protein expression in living organisms involves, at minimum, two steps: transcrip-
tion of the corresponding gene to a messenger RNA (mRNA), and translation of that
mRNA to protein. Transcription and translation are among the slower processes in
cells [1]. For a typical bacterial gene of 900 nt (nucleotides) [2], transcription at a
rate of 24nts−1 [3] means that the mRNA is synthesized in 38 s. A 900 nt transcript
encodes a 300 aa (amino acid) protein. Under optimal conditions, Escherichia coli
ribosomes translate an mRNA at a rate of roughly 17aas−1 [4], so translation of a
300 aa protein transcript would take 18 s.

It is possible to model a gene expression network by including detailed models
of transcription and translation, i.e. explicitly modeling every nucleotide addition
to an mRNA, and every amino acid addition to a protein [5, 6, 7]. In most cases
however, this is an undesirable level of detail, avoided by replacing the repetitive
steps of transcription and translation by delays, which were perhaps first used in
gene expression models in the 1970s [8, 9, 10].

As part of their immune response, mammals generate nitric oxide (NO), which
inhibits a number of bacterial enzymes [11] and causes DNA damage. In many
bacteria, Hmp, an enzyme that converts nitric oxide into nitrate ions, is a key part
of the defenses against NO [11, 12]. Hmp is synthesized under the control of an
NO-responsive repressor protein known as FNR [13]. Understanding the control
system that regulates the production of Hmp could therefore prove useful in devising
strategies for weakening bacterial defenses against nitrosative stress, thus helping
the immune system combat pathogenic bacteria.

Tolla, Savageau and coworkers developed a model for FNR’s role as a regulator
of the aerobic/anaerobic metabolic switch in E. coli [14, 15], but did not consider
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FNR’s role in the nitrosative stress response. Robinson and Brynildsen have con-
structed a general model for NO metabolism in E. coli [12, 16] that includes detox-
ification by Hmp. However, they use an empirical equation for the dependence of
the rate of synthesis of Hmp on [NO]. In Sect. 2, a detailed biochemical model for
the control of the synthesis of Hmp is developed, based on the delayed mass-action
framework [17]. Parameter estimates are obtained in Sect. 3. The steady-state solu-
tions of this model are studied in Sect. 4. The paper concludes with some perspec-
tives for future work.

2 A model for the controlled synthesis of Hmp

We consider a cell that is exposed to an external source of nitric oxide, leading to a
net inflow of this dissolved gas into the cytoplasm at a constant rate:

kin−−→ NO. (1)

Hmp catalyzes the conversion of NO to nitrate [12]:

2NO+2O2 +NAD(P)H−−→ 2NO3
−+NAD(P)++H+

For catalysis to occur, the substrates must bind in order, NAD(P)H first, then O2,
then NO [18]. We can assume that the enzyme is constantly saturated with NADH
or NADPH, given that the Michaelis constant of Hmp for NADH, the concentration
of NADH required for half-maximal saturation of the enzyme, is 4.8 µM [18], and
that the concentration of NADH in an E. coli cell is at least 83 µM [19]. The relevant
reactions are therefore

Hmp+O2
k1−−⇀↽−−

k−1
Hmp ·O2, (2a)

Hmp ·O2 +NO
k2−−⇀↽−−

k−2
Hmp ·O2 ·NO

k−3−−→ Hmp+NO3
−, (2b)

Hmp+NO
k4−−⇀↽−−

k−4
Hmp ·NO. (2c)

(2c) is a substrate inhibition reaction, forming the catalytically inactive species
Hmp ·NO. Each of these reactions is assumed to obey the law of mass-action, which
states that the rate of an elementary reaction is proportional to the product of the
reactant concentrations. The products are taken to appear instantaneously. The pro-
portionality constant is known as a rate constant, and is written over (under) the
arrow corresponding to the forward (reverse) reaction. For example, the rate of the
forward reaction in (2a) is k1[Hmp][O2].

Because of the recycling of RNA polymerase (RNAP) following the completion
of transcription, the pool of free RNAP is roughly constant. Accordingly, we can
subsume the dependence of the transcription initiation rate on [RNAP] into the cor-
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responding rate constant. The transcription process can then be modeled as follows,
using the delayed mass-action notation [17]:

Prohmp(t) ktc−−→ Prohmp(t + τ1)+RBShmp(t + τ2), (3)

where RBShmp represents the ribosome binding site of the mRNA. The interpreta-
tion of this equation is that, if there is a transcription initiation event at time t, the
RNAP clears the promoter τ1 time units later, and the ribosome binding site becomes
available τ2 time units later. The initiation event itself proceeds at a rate governed
by the law of mass-action, in this case at a rate ktc[Prohmp].

Translation of the mRNA can be similarly modeled, assuming a constant pool of
ribosomes:

RBShmp(t)
ktl−−→ RBShmp(t + τ3)+Hmp(t + τ4). (4)

τ3 is the time required for the ribosome to clear the RBS, and τ4 is the time required
to translate the mRNA.

We must also consider the decay of the mRNA, which typically starts at the
ribosome binding site, allowing translation events already initiated to run off [3, 20].
This explains the focus on the RBS in reactions (3) and (4).

RBShmp k5−−→ /0, (5)

where /0 represents decay products. Hmp also decays. We assume for simplicity that
all of the enzyme-substrate complexes decay with similar kinetics:

Hmp
k6−−→ /0, (6a)

Hmp ·O2
k6−−→ O2 + /0, (6b)

Hmp ·O2 ·NO
k6−−→ O2 +NO+ /0, (6c)

Hmp ·NO
k6−−→ NO+ /0. (6d)

Hmp transcription is repressed by FNR binding to the hmp promoter [21]. The
active form of FNR (the holoprotein) is a dimer, with each monomer containing a
[4Fe – 4S] cluster [22]. Reactions of the iron-sulfur cluster with NO cause the dimer
to dissociate into its constituent monomers [21] and the affinity of FNR for the hmp
promoter to decrease [23], allowing transcription to proceed. We focus here on the
FNR monomer, for a number of reasons: First of all, the reactions at the two iron-
sulfur clusters appear to be independent and to proceed with identical kinetics [21].
More importantly, dimerization of FNR or dissociation of these dimers is, under
metabolic conditions, rapid and nearly quantitative [24].

Each iron-sulfur cluster reacts with NO in a 1:8 stoichiometry. This sequence
of reactions is not fully understood at this time, so what follows, while based on
the observations and interpretations of Crack and coworkers [21], will necessarily
be somewhat speculative. Of the nine possible nitrosylation states, corresponding
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to the addition of 0 to 8 NO molecules, only five, labeled A to E (FNRA ≡ FNR,
FNRB, . . . , FNRE), are kinetically distinguishable, and each of these is formed by
a process which is kinetically of the first order in [NO]. The other four states are
presumably transient species rapidly converted to kinetically more stable forms by
further reactions with NO. The following is a plausible reaction sequence, based on
the kinetic and spectroscopic analysis of Crack and coworkers:

FNR+NO−−→ FNRB, vAB = kAB[FNR][NO]; (7a)
FNRB +NO−−→ FNRC, vBC = kBC[FNRB][NO]; (7b)

FNRC +2NO−−→ FNRD, vCD = kCD[FNRC][NO]; (7c)
FNRD +4NO−−→ FNRE, vDE = kDE [FNRD][NO]. (7d)

Spectroscopic evidence indicates that FNRD is the net product of the addition of
four NO molecules [21], which required the allocation of an “extra” NO to one
of reactions (7a) to (7c), arbitrarily added to (7c). Further assume that FNRE is
monomeric, unlike FNR A to D.

Not only does nitrosylated, monomerized FNR have a lower affinity for its DNA
binding site than the holoprotein, it also has a lower specificity, i.e. it will bind
to DNA sequences different from its natural binding site [23]. These two factors
taken together along with the abundance of potential binding sites in the genome
of a bacterial cell mean that very little of the monomerized form may bind to the
promoter in the end. Therefore, assuming that FNRE has negligible occupation of
the promoter, repression of hmp by FNR is modeled by the following reactions:

Prohmp +FNR
kA−−⇀↽−−

k−A
Prohmp ·FNR, (8a)

Prohmp +FNRB
kB−−⇀↽−−

k−B
Prohmp ·FNRB, (8b)

Prohmp +FNRC
kC−−⇀↽−−

k−C
Prohmp ·FNRC, (8c)

Prohmp +FNRD
kD−−⇀↽−−

k−D
Prohmp ·FNRD. (8d)

It is not known whether NO can react with FNR bound to the promoter. However,
oxygen does react with the FNR-promoter complex [25]. It is therefore likely that
NO does too:

Prohmp ·FNR+NO−−→ Prohmp ·FNRB, vPro
AB = αkAB[Prohmp ·FNR][NO];

(9a)

Prohmp ·FNRB +NO−−→ Prohmp ·FNRC, vPro
BC = αkBC[Prohmp ·FNRB][NO];

(9b)

Prohmp ·FNRC +2NO−−→ Prohmp ·FNRD, vPro
CD = αkCD[Prohmp ·FNRC][NO];

(9c)
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Prohmp ·FNRD +4NO−−→ Prohmp +FNRE, vPro
DE = αkDE [Prohmp ·FNRD][NO].

(9d)

Note the dissociation of the monomerized FNRE from the promoter in the last step.
Lacking detailed information, the rate constants in reactions (9) are assumed to be
uniformly scaled by a factor of α relative to those in reactions (7).

Dibden and Green showed that FNR recycling is more important than de novo
protein synthesis [26] to the dynamics of this system, so a constant pool of FNR
should be a good approximation. Let us suppose that the FNR recycling pathway
operates on FNRE in a reaction with effective first-order kinetics:

FNRE
kr−−→ FNR. (10)

The Hmp-FNR model thus consists of reactions (1) to (10). The assumption of a
constant pool of FNR leads to the following conservation law:

[FNR]total = [FNR]+ [FNRB]+ [FNRC]+ [FNRD]+ [FNRE]

+ [Prohmp ·FNR]+ [Prohmp ·FNRB]+ [Prohmp ·FNRC]+ [Prohmp ·FNRD]. (11)

Assuming that the oxygen concentration is constant, the delayed mass-action
framework [17] gives the following set of delay-differential equations (DDEs), us-
ing the notation [A]−τ

≡ [A](t− τ).

d[NO]

dt
= kin− k2[Hmp ·O2][NO]+ k−2[Hmp ·O2 ·NO]− k4[Hmp][NO]

+ k−4[Hmp ·NO]+ k6 ([Hmp ·O2 ·NO]+ [Hmp ·NO])

− vAB− vBC−2vCD−4vDE − vPro
AB − vPro

BC −2vPro
CD−4vPro

DE ,

(12a)

d[Hmp]
dt

=−k1[Hmp][O2]+ k−1[Hmp ·O2]+ k−3[Hmp ·O2 ·NO]

− k4[Hmp][NO]+ k−4[Hmp ·NO]+ ktl [RBShmp]−τ4
− k6[Hmp],

(12b)

d[Hmp ·O2]

dt
= k1[Hmp][O2]− (k−1 + k6)[Hmp ·O2]

− k2[Hmp ·O2][NO]+ k−2[Hmp ·O2 ·NO],

(12c)

d[Hmp ·O2 ·NO]

dt
= k2[Hmp ·O2][NO]− (k−2 + k−3 + k6)[Hmp ·O2 ·NO], (12d)

d[Hmp ·NO]

dt
= k4[Hmp][NO]− (k−4 + k6)[Hmp ·NO], (12e)
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d[Prohmp]

dt
=−ktc[Prohmp]+ ktc[Prohmp]−τ1

− kA[Prohmp][FNR]

+ k−A[Prohmp ·FNR]− kB[Prohmp][FNRB]+ k−B[Prohmp ·FNRB]

− kC[Prohmp][FNRC]+ k−C[Prohmp ·FNRC]− kD[Prohmp][FNRD]

+ k−D[Prohmp ·FNRD]+ vPro
DE ,

(12f)

d[RBShmp]

dt
= ktc[Prohmp]−τ2

− ktl [RBShmp]+ ktl [RBShmp]−τ3

− k5[RBShmp],

(12g)

d[FNR]
dt

=−vAB− kA[Prohmp][FNR]+ k−A[Prohmp ·FNR]+ kr[FNRE], (12h)

d[FNRB]

dt
= vAB− vBC− kB[Prohmp][FNRB]+ k−B[Prohmp ·FNRB], (12i)

d[FNRC]

dt
= vBC− vCD− kC[Prohmp][FNRC]+ k−C[Prohmp ·FNRC], (12j)

d[FNRD]

dt
= vCD− vDE − kD[Prohmp][FNRD]+ k−D[Prohmp ·FNRD], (12k)

d[FNRE]

dt
= vDE + vPro

DE − kr[FNRE], (12l)

d[Prohmp ·FNR]
dt

= kA[Prohmp][FNR]− k−A[Prohmp ·FNR]− vPro
AB , (12m)

d[Prohmp ·FNRB]

dt
= kB[Prohmp][FNRB]− k−B[Prohmp ·FNRB]+ vPro

AB − vPro
BC , (12n)

d[Prohmp ·FNRC]

dt
= kC[Prohmp][FNRC]− k−C[Prohmp ·FNRC]+ vPro

BC − vPro
CD. (12o)

In these equations, all terms are evaluated instantaneously unless otherwise noted.
Production delays in reactions (3) and (4) give rise to the delayed terms in Eqs.
(12b), (12f) and (12g).

Chemical rate equations, including delayed mass-action systems [17], are conser-
vation equations describing the transformation of matter from one form to another.
Delayed reactions can be understood using a pipe metaphor: the delayed terms rep-
resent matter that has entered a reaction channel and that will emerge from this
channel at some later time. The material “in the pipe” must be accounted for in mass
balances. The promoter in this model is neither created nor destroyed, although it is
occluded by the polymerase for a period of time τ1 following initiation of transcrip-
tion [Eq. (3)]. This gives rise to an integral conservation relationship, which can be
verified by differentiation with respect to time:

[Prohmp]total = [Prohmp]+ [Prohmp ·FNR]+ [Prohmp ·FNRB]+ [Prohmp ·FNRC]

+ [Prohmp ·FNRD]+ ktc

∫ t

t−τ1

[Prohmp](t ′)dt ′. (13)
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3 Parameter estimates

This study targets physiological conditions for E. coli, which would imply among
other things a temperature of 37 ◦C. The parameters for reactions (2) were generally
taken from the kinetic study of Gardner and coworkers [18]. When rate constants
were unavailable at 37◦C, the rule of thumb that rate constants roughly double for
every 10-degree rise in temperature [27], corresponding to an activation energy of
about 50kJmol−1, was used to estimate the rate constant at 37◦C.

In the lower gastrointestinal (GI) tract, the oxygen tension is about 11 torr [28].
The concentration of oxygen there can be calculated from the Henry’s law coeffi-
cient of oxygen in water at 37 ◦C of 1.409×10−6 Mtorr−1 [29].

τ1 can be estimated to be roughly 1.9 s based on the requirement for the poly-
merase to move 30 to 60 nt in order to clear the promoter [30], and the typical rate
of transcription elongation of 24nts−1 [3]. Since there are no data on initiation fre-
quencies from the hmp promoter, data from the well-characterized lac promoter are
used instead, where under optimal conditions, transcription initiates on average ev-
ery 3.3 s [31]. Given that 1.9 s is spent clearing the promoter, this means that the
average wait time for initiation at an empty promoter is 1.4 s, corresponding to a
rate constant of ktc = 0.71s−1. The transcriptional delay τ2 was estimated from the
gene length for Hmp (1191 nt [32]) and the elongation rate.

For translation, given an RBS clearance time of approximately 2 s [33] and a
mean time between translation initiations, again for the lac transcript, of 3.2 s [31],
we can calculate a translation initiation rate constant of ktl = 0.83s−1. At a trans-
lation rate of 17aas−1 [4], the 396 aa Hmp protein would be translated in a time
τ4 = 23s. This estimate assumes that transcription and translation are spatially and
temporally separated, in accord with recent evidence in E. coli [34].

Throughout this paper, we assume that an E. coli cell has a volume of 1.7 fL [35].
Cell growth has the effect of diluting the cellular contents. Under anaerobic con-

ditions, E. coli grows at a median rate of 0.25h−1 [36]. Adding this to the chemi-
cal decay constant calculated from the 66 min half-life of Hmp in Salmonella Ty-
phimurium [37], we obtain an effective value of k6 of 2.4×10−4 s−1.

The in vivo concentration of FNR can be calculated from the number of molecules
of FNR present in an E. coli cell grown at 37 ◦C under anaerobic conditions, which
is approximately 2600 [38].

For reactions (8), if we assume a typical bimolecular rate constant for all four
steps of 107 M−1s−1 (similar to the rate constant for binding of the structurally re-
lated protein CAP to the lac operator [39]), then we can calculate the dissociation
rate constants given the dissociation equilibrium constants (Kd). For the holopro-
tein, Kd = 1× 10−6 M [23]. It is also known that adding NO loosens the complex.
Assuming a moderate loosening (i.e. an increase in Kd) of 0.5× 10−6 M per step
keeps the Kd within the measured range for nitrosylated FNR [23].

All of the parameter estimates obtained are shown in Table 1. The only model
parameters not estimated in this section are kr and α , for which literature values are
not available, and kin, which is treated as a control parameter in this study.
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Table 1 Model parameters. Values carrying the notation [T ] in the reference field were adjusted
for temperature as described in the text. The notation [a] indicates an assumed value, while [c]
indicates that the value was calculated as described in the text. The [s] notation indicates that data
from E. coli were unavailable and that data from another bacterial species were therefore used. For
k−A, the first value given was calculated in Sect. 3, and the second is proposed in Sect. 4.

Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference

Hmp catalysis FNR dynamics
[O2] 16 µM [c] [FNR]total 2.5 µM [c]
k1 8×106 M−1s−1 [18] kAB 6.1×105 M−1s−1 [21][T ]
k−1 1.4s−1 [18][T ] kBC 4.1×104 M−1s−1 [21][T ]
k2 2.5×109 M−1s−1 [18] kCD 1.0×104 M−1s−1 [21][T ]
k−2 6.2×10−4 s−1 [18][T ] kDE 1.6×103 M−1s−1 [21][T ]
k−3 6.2×102 s−1 [18][T ] α 1 [a]
k4 8.0×107 M−1s−1 [18][T ] kA 107 M−1s−1 [a]
k−4 6.2×10−4 s−1 [18][T ] k−A 10s−1→ 0.11s−1 [c]
Hmp expression kB 107 M−1s−1 [a]
ktc 0.71s−1 [c] k−B 15s−1 [c]
τ1 1.9 s [c] kC 107 M−1s−1 [a]
τ2 50 s [c] k−C 20s−1 [c]
ktl 0.83s−1 [c] kD 107 M−1s−1 [a]
τ3 2 s [33] k−D 25s−1 [c]
τ4 23 s [c] kr 0.1s−1 [a]
k5 0.014s−1 [40][s]
k6 2.4×10−4 s−1 [c]

4 Steady-state analysis

In the steady state, Eq. (13) becomes

[Prohmp]total = [Prohmp](1+ ktcτ1)+ [Prohmp ·FNR]+ [Prohmp ·FNRB]

+ [Prohmp ·FNRC]+ [Prohmp ·FNRD]. (14)

The steady states satisfy Eqs. (11), (12a)–(12e), (12g)–(12o) and (14). Since, in
a steady state, x(t − τ) = x(t), the values of the delays typically drop out of the
steady-state analysis of models with delays. This is not necessarily the case in gene
expression models, as we see here. The delay τ1, while small, has an effect on the
steady state via Eq. (14) because it accounts for the period during which access to
the promoter is blocked by the polymerase. Note that ktcτ1 = 1.3 ∼ 1, so τ1 is not
negligible.

The steady-state equations were solved in Maple using the fsolve() function.
Branches of steady states were followed by taking small steps along a branch and
using the solution at the last step as an initial guess.

The NO-free (kin = 0) steady state using the parameters of Table 1, with k−A =
10s−1 as calculated in the previous section, and [Prohmp]total = 0.98nM, correspond-
ing to one promoter per cell, has [Prohmp] = 0.20nM and [Prohmp ·FNR] = 0.51nM.
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The remaining 0.27nM of the promoter is “in the pipe”, i.e. occluded by a poly-
merase. A single promoter cannot be divided in this manner. Rather, we should think
about these “concentrations” as being related to probabilities over a large ensemble
of cells. In particular, only 52% of the hmp promoters in an ensemble of cells are
repressed at any given time. The rest are either waiting for a polymerase, or have a
polymerase engaged in transcription initiation. As a result, the total Hmp concentra-
tion in this calculation is very high ([Hmp]+ [Hmp ·O2] = 35 µM). In the absence
of NO however, we expect a low level of Hmp. A lower level of Hmp expression
could be obtained by lowering ktc, a parameter estimated based on data from a dif-
ferent gene. However, the very low level of repression of the hmp promoter, which
depends on an experimentally measured Kd [23], seems more anomalous than does
the value of ktc. Thus assume, arbitrarily, that the affinity of holo-FNR for the hmp
promoter is sufficiently high for 99% repression. Given the large size assumed for
kA, k−A is adjusted to a value of 0.11s−1, a hundredfold lower than the estimate of
Sect. 3. The rate constants associated with the binding of the nitrosylated forms of
FNR to DNA have not been adjusted, on the assumption that there is a significant
drop-off in affinity as FNR is progressively nitrosylated.

Fig. 1 Steady states of the
model vs kin obtained for the
parameters of Table 1 with
the lower value of k−A. The
initial conditions were chosen
to correspond to one promoter
per cell. The inset is a blowup
of the small-kin region. Solid
curves: stable steady states;
dotted curve: unstable steady
state.
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Figure 1 shows a bifurcation diagram obtained by numerically following branches
of solutions in Maple as described above. As kin increases from zero, a bifurcation
to bistability occurs near kin = 0.084783 µMs−1, with two branches of stable steady
states (verified by numerical integration of the DDEs (12) supplemented by the con-
servation relation (11) using the “stiff” integrator in XPPAUT [41]) separated by
a branch of unstable steady states. In the bistable region, the lower branch corre-
sponds to the desired behavior as the sub-nanomolar concentrations obtained here
correspond to less than one molecule of NO per cell. In this steady state, Hmp ·O2 is
the dominant form of the Hmp enzyme (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the cell’s biochemical
state is primed for NO detoxification, and NO does not accumulate. In the high-NO
steady state, the unproductive complex Hmp ·NO has become dominant (Fig. 2). Be-
cause k4 is approximately ten times larger than k1, once an enzyme has completed
a cycle of catalysis, at high NO levels, it becomes more likely to add a molecule of
NO than a molecule of O2. The small value of k−4 then results in very effective in-
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hibition of Hmp’s catalytic activity. The high-NO state is therefore self-reinforcing,
leading to the observed bistability. Note that substrate inhibition has previously been
shown to be a potential cause of bistability in biochemical systems [42, 43, 44].

Fig. 2 Concentrations of key
complexes of Hmp for the
high- and low-NO steady
states shown in Fig. 1.
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It may be asked whether the ad hoc adjustment of k−A had any effect on the
results. A bifurcation diagram computed with the larger value of k−A (not shown)
is identical to the one shown in Fig. 1 to within the numerical resolution of the
calculations. There are differences in some variables, particularly at lower values
of kin, but the NO concentration being the key variable from the point of view of
the cell’s health, we can conclude that the network’s steady-state response is robust
with respect to the value of k−A. The model with a lower value of k−A is much less
wasteful, accumulating roughly half as much Hmp (all forms combined) at lower
values of kin (below about 0.1 µMs−1; data not shown). Further calculations were
carried out, again somewhat arbitrarily, with the lower value of k−A.

The unknown parameters kr and α were varied (results not shown). Neither of
these parameters changes the qualitative dynamics. While there are clear quanti-
tative effects associated with varying kr, notably a steep increase in the high-NO
steady state at lower values of kr, the solutions are remarkably insensitive to α .

E. coli experiences varied oxygen concentrations during its life cycle, including
its transit through the GI tract [28]. We would expect that higher O2 concentrations
would shift the balance towards the Hmp ·O2 complex relative to the Hmp ·NO com-
plex, and thus increase the rate of NO removal, possibly abolishing bistability. The
latter hypothesis is correct, as can be seen in Fig. 3. However, the oxygen concentra-
tions at which bistability gives way to a monostable low-[NO] solution are unreal-
istically high. For comparison, consider that water in equilibrium with air at normal
atmospheric pressure at 37 ◦C would hold 225 µM of dissolved O2. The saddle-node
bifurcation at [O2]≈ 596 µM is therefore of no physiological consequence.

Robinson and Brynildsen used the following empirical equation to model the net
dependence of the translation rate of Hmp on [NO] [16]:

vRB2016
tl = kbasal +(kmax− kbasal)[NO]/(KNO +[NO]) . (15)
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Fig. 3 Steady states as a
function of [O2]. All param-
eters are as in Fig. 1 with
kin = 0.5 µM.
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We can compute the steady-state translation rate in the Hmp-FNR model, vtl =
ktl[RBShmp], with [NO] as a parameter, by dropping Eq. (12a) and solving the re-
maining steady-state conditions, including the conservation equations (11) and (14).
The solid curve in Fig. 4 is the rate of translation calculated from the Hmp-FNR
model. Treating [NO] as a parameter eliminates the feedback that leads to bistabil-
ity, and only one steady state is found for any given value of [NO]. Interestingly, this
steady state is a high-[Hmp ·NO] steady state. Coupling of the NO concentration to
the catalytic degradation of NO by Hmp is thus critical to the creation of the low-
[NO], low-[Hmp ·NO] steady state that allows cells to survive nitrosative stress. The
dashed curve in Fig. 4 is the best fit of Eq. (15) to the steady-state translation rate
curve over the concentration range shown in the figure. The shape of the translation
curve generated by the Hmp-FNR model is clearly quite different from the shape
assumed by Robinson and Brynildsen. Whether this has any material effect on the
results of their calculations is unknown.

Fig. 4 Steady-state transla-
tion curve from the Hmp-
FNR model (solid curve),
treating [NO] as a param-
eter, for the parameters of
Table 1 using the lower value
of k−A. The dashed curve
is a fit of Eq. (15) to the
translation rate from the
Hmp-FNR model, yielding
kbasal = 0.01075 µMs−1,
kmax = 0.01371 µMs−1, and
KNO = 2.7 µM. The inset
magnifies the small-[NO]
region.
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5 Discussion and conclusions

The reactions in this model were, insofar as was possible, drawn from the literature.
Still, the model contains some assumptions whose effects on the qualitative and
quantitative behavior of the solutions are yet to be examined. Perhaps the most im-
portant modeling decision was the focus on nitrosylation states of monomers rather
than explicitly considering dimers. A lumping analysis [45] to be presented else-
where however suggests that this is a tenable approximation.

It is possible that the low-NO steady state is selected by additional regulatory or
biochemical interactions. For instance, in E. coli, hmp transcription is regulated both
by FNR and by NsrR [46]. NsrR is, like FNR, an iron-sulfur protein that represses
hmp transcription while its iron-sulfur cluster is intact. The kinetics of nitrosylation
of the iron-sulfur cluster in NsrR is analogous to that of FNR [47]. It would be
interesting to model the joint control of hmp transcription by FNR and NsrR.

Fig. 1 suggests that, in the bistable range, the basin of attraction of the desired
low-NO steady state is relatively small with respect to the NO concentration, ne-
glecting the dependence of this basin on the initial function [48]. In vivo, the NO
inflow rate (kin) will not be a fixed parameter but will have a time course dictated
by the dynamics of the immune system and by the kinetics of permeation of NO
through the cell membrane. Accordingly, it would be interesting to study the basin
of attraction of the low-NO steady state with respect to a family of parameterized
temporal programs for kin(t). Is there a critical rate of increase of kin beyond which
the system jumps to the high-NO steady state? How long and how intense a pulse
of NO can the system handle and still return to the low-NO steady state?

In principle, all of the delays can be manipulated experimentally by changing the
gene’s sequence. In particular, the promoter clearance delay τ1 hides a number of
mechanistic details, including repeated rounds of abortive initiation, during which
the polymerase “scrunches” the DNA as it adds the first few nucleotides to the new
mRNA, then either releases an abortive transcript and returns to its starting position,
or escapes from the promoter [49]. The mean number of cycles of abortive initia-
tion, and thus the mean promoter clearance time, depends on the sequence of the
promoter and of the initially transcribed region [50]. Whether there are any qualita-
tive changes in the behavior of the model over a plausible range of τ1 values remains
to be seen.

Gene expression raises a modeling complication not addressed here, namely that
of the low copy numbers of various species. For instance, the number of active pro-
moters is not a continuous variable as modeled here, but a discrete one that can
only take on integer values, limited by the gene copy number. Similarly, free ri-
bosome binding site (mRNA) concentrations generated by this model correspond
to one to two dozen molecules per cell, again in a range where a continuous de-
scription is problematic. A differential equation model provides population-level
average behavior, but it cannot describe the dynamics in a single cell. Accordingly,
we need models that incorporate both delays and stochasticity due to finite popu-
lations. Methods for simulating systems with these two features have recently been
developed [51, 52, 53, 54], and software implementing some of these algorithms is
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available [55, 56]. In addition to finite population effects, the intrinsic unpredictabil-
ity of certain processes, such as the random number of rounds of abortive initiation
prior to promoter escape, are more easily incorporated into a stochastic model than
into a differential equation model. Studying a stochastic counterpart of the DDE
model described here is therefore an important next step for this project.
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